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Insect-inspired Visually-guided Decentralized Swarming

Mehdi Yadipour, and Imraan A. Faruque

Abstract— This paper addresses the need for fast, lightweight,
vision-guided swarming under limited computation and no explicit
communication network or position source. The study develops a
multi-agent optic flow sensing framework, then integrates “perfect
information” distributed feedback with optic flow sensing to create
an analogous visually-guided feedback path for idealized inter-
agent velocity and distance structures. The Cucker-Smale flocking
example is used to develop vision-guided swarming with rigorous
asymptotic convergence guarantees, including under ignorance of
agent size.

I. INTRODUCTION

Achieving efficient sensing and feedback paths to support aerial

swarming has been a persistent challenge to aerospace robotics and

motion control. Insects are an example of biological systems able to

achieve robust inflight coordination with limited sensing and limited

computational resources. The dominance of visual feedback in such

animals shows a bias towards visual interactions [1, 2], and visual

feedback signals have been shown to be important for their solitary

[3] and group navigation [4].

Nonetheless, there remains a disconnect between the understanding

of insect sensing and feedback rules and swarming theory. Many

swarming tools rely on relatively large amounts of information

(instantaneous position and velocity of all other agents), often shared

through an explicit communication network. Restricting information

flow significantly affects algorithm design and performance [5, 6],

a challenge exacerbated in fast-moving dynamic systems like high

speed aerial vehicles. Moreover, many continuous time swarm motion

models lead to coordinated group motion having relatively high po-

larization levels, more analogous to bird flocking and fish schooling.

In this regard, the apparently more chaotic motions seen in crowded

assemblies of flying insects are not fully explained or translated to

control theoretic framework.

This paper introduces a novel visually-guided feedback law con-

sistent with insect visual sensing structures that is shown rigorously

to converge to coordinated group motion. The visual feedback rule is

shown to require no explicit communication network or information

sharing and require no explicit position reference. Further proofs and

illustrative simulations show that it is robust to ignorance of agent

size, measurement noise, and generates a more chaotic swarming

motion than the seminal Cucker-Smale swarm theoretic formulation.

The main contribution of this paper is to show (by construction)

that a concise output feedback on optic flow, assisted by heading

rate and quadrant-level heading knowledge, is sufficient to produce

coordinated motion. The result is is flexible to agent number and size.
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A. Swarm theory and proofs

Swarm theory has benefited from considerable academic attention,

and a balanced review is beyond the scope of this paper; instead the

reader is referred to Chung et al. [7], Rossi et al. [8], and Olfati-Saber

[9]. This treatment will focus on a particular structure that will be

shown to be amenable to rigorous visually guided swarming in aerial

vehicles without communication networks, especially for individual

models implementing onboard distributed feedback. This structure

comprises an individual feedback law where an agent updates its

velocity vi as a function of inter-agent relative velocities v and

distances r, (i.e., in the form v̇i = f(v, r)). Several of the most well-

received flocking models may be written in this form, e.g., Reynolds

[10], Vicsek et al. [11], and Cucker and Smale [12]. We will refer

to these as (v, r) models to denote their dependence on velocity and

radial distance and use the Cucker-Smale formulation as a canonical

example.

Cucker and Smale [12] developed a dynamic model representing

individual agent dynamics in a group of flocking agents such as birds.

The dynamics describe an agent i’s velocity vi as evolving according

to relative velocity and relative distance between agent i and other

agents of the group. The primary result is a theorem showing the

agent velocities converge to a common magnitude, or flocking. The C-

S model’s resemblance to Newtonian physics and rigorous asymptotic

convergence proof inspired a large number of variants [13].

While foundational, the original Cucker-Smale framework assumes

perfect information, i.e., that agents have access to noise free

measurements of all agents’ positions and velocities, which is not

achievable in real systems having measurement noise. Cucker and

Mordecki [14] initially incorporated additive and multiplicative noise

on velocity, however most subsequent treatments use stochastic anal-

ysis [15] and Gaussian/Wiener process frameworks [16] to focus on

multiplicative velocity noise only. Progress towards visually-guided

flocking has generally used vision in concert with other sensors

[17]. Early work on flocking ground robots used overhead motion

tracking systems as a sensing proxy to test visually guided algorithms

[18], and subsequent work showed the sensitivity of visually-guided

flocking via an individualistic framework to optical and occlusal

characteristics [19], which affect swarm performance [20, 21]. Sensor

modality treatments suggest the modality that best supports the

high bandwidth relative navigation needed for neighbor-relative flight

motions are their visual domain sensors [2], largely composed of

compound eyes and rudimentary eyes (ocelli) providing relatively

noisy information. These sensors show a dominance of sensitivity to

optic flow, or visual motion blur, [22] with specialized neurons (e.g.,

lobula plate tangential cells) responsive to optic flow patterns [23]

(defined as Q̇ later in this paper). Insects also demonstrate an ability

to resolve small targets [24, 25] and to make dynamic computations

on these small targets [26]. Futhermore, insects have demonstrated

an internal compass, likely supported by their toroid-shaped ellipsoid

bodies and protocerebral bridge structures [27], that encodes direction

from solar/lunar signals to wind [28, 29]. These sensory structures

and their engineering analogues have a rich history of performance

in solitary environments on both insects and robots [30, 31, 3], and a

growing understanding of performance in multi-agent contexts, where

they can support coordinated group motions [4, 32, 33].

http://arxiv.org/abs/2206.12482v1
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B. This paper

Despite the progress in swarm theory, visually guided flight, and

insect work, the systems and control field does not yet include

a visual sensing analogue of the C-S result, or for more general

(v, r) models, which we use to indicate a dynamic model in which

individual agent states states are updated by velocity (v) and distance

(r) terms. The primary contribution of this work is to develop the

theory to enable visually-guided flocking by integrating a visual

navigation framework with the (v, r) flocking model, using Cucker-

Smale flocking as an example (v, r) model. We consider it plausible

that an insect (or robot), in general an agent, can measure optic flow

field surrounding it and heading information, perhaps with some

noise. We do not presume they possess an inflight communication

network with sufficient bandwidth to coordinate flight or any position

reference.

A second contribution of this work is to provide a mechanism for

a multi-agent system to utilize the optic flow fields perceived by the

agents and achieve speed consensus, in addition to orientation con-

sensus (e.g., see [18]). As an example, the optic flow field perceived

by a bee from a group of bees flying inside a tunnel is computed and

illustrated as a heat map in Fig. 1. Signals corresponding to a given

neighbor agent have comparable magnitudes, suggesting that insects

with limited neural capacities and thus unable to support engineered

feature extraction may be able to use the number of signals having

approximately equal magnitudes as an approach to estimating figure

size. This view of how optic flow arises from surrounding agent

motions supports the idea that a given region’s optic flow signals

serve to quantify relative distance (through the number of comparable

magnitude signals) and relative speed (through the magnitude itself.
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 (
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Fig. 1: Optic flow field visualization: A bee (viewer) is assumed

to be flying together with a group of bees. The optic flow signals

received by the viewer at its eyes’ image plane are computed in the

agent’s body frame using azimuth-elevation coordinates at one degree

resolution; color indicates the magnitude of these optic flow signals.

III. FORMULATION & ANALYSIS

In this section, we develop a formulation of dynamic agents

connected by only optic flow signals, and show that it leads to velocity

(speed and heading) convergence, and is well-behaved under varying

agent size and measurement noise.

A. Formulation

The number of pixels on a sensor’s image plane or the number

of optic flow receptive neurons in the third optic ganglion (lobula

plate) of a flying insect’s eye is bounded, hence we assume that

the optic flow field is a finite and countable set. Consider the two

arbitrary agents i and j illustrated in Fig. 2, which both belong to

a group of N agents. We assume the motions of all N agents are

restricted to be on an inertial (x− y) plane and denote the distance

between agent i and j as rij . Without loss of generality, denote as

L the agent (insect) semi-length or semi-height (a later theorem will

show no loss of generality). Let nij denote the number of optic flow

signals Q̇ij received by agent i due to relative motion between agents

i and j. This number is proportional to rij and its time derivative

ṅij proportional to the rate of distance change between agents ṙij .

The numbers nij and ṅij can then be used as a proxy for rij and

ṙij , respectively. Additionally, the number nij is proportional to the

angle αij Fig. 2. Therefore, without loss of generality, αij and α̇ij

will be used as a measure of nij and ṅij , respectively.

Fig. 2: The agent j of size L located at distance rij from agent i is

one of the contributors to the optic flow signals received by agent i.
Angle αij can be used as a measure of number of optic flow signals

received by agent i due to relative motion between agents i and j.

Introducing a (non-holonomic) no-sideslip dynamic model for each

agent, the individual agent dynamics are given as

v̇i = uvi

ẏi = vi sin θi

ẋi = vi cos θi

θ̇i = ωi

ω̇i = uωi ,

(1)

in which orientation θi, speed vi, and coordinates x and y are the

states of agent i with respect to inertial frame. The control inputs uiθ
and uiv act on the agent’s orientation and speed, respectively.

The foundational flocking result found in Cucker and Smale [12]

will be used here to represent the “ideal sensing” limit, or the

idealized flocking when all other agents instantaneous positions and

velocities are known with no measurement noise or delay.

Theorem III.1. Cucker-Smale flocking postulates that an agent i
updates its velocity vi while in a group of N agents using the rule

v̇i =
N
∑

j=1

H(vj − vi)
[

σ2 + r2ij

]β
, (2)

where H , σ, and β are positive constants and rij = ‖rj − ri‖ is

the distance between agent i and j of the group. Then, for β < 1
2 ,

when t → ∞ the velocities vi(t) tend to a common limit v̂ ∈ E3 and

the vectors xi − xj tend to a limit vector x̂ij , for all i, j ≤ k. The

same holds for β ≥ 1
2 provided the initial conditions (initial position

x(t = 0) and velocity v(t = 0)) satisfy an additional constraint.

Proof. Eqn. (2) rewrites the Cucker Smale dynamics [12] in (v, r)
form, thus Thm. III.1 is established by Cucker and Smale [12].

1) Multi-agent optic flow-feedback: We now introduce the

multi-agent optic flow feedback model and its corresponding con-

vergence theorem as the main theorem of this paper. Geometry is

based on frames and angle definitions in Fig. 3

www.autophysics.net 2 2/8
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Theorem III.2 (YFM feedback). Consider a collection of agents in

which each agent i updates its speed vi and heading θi using feed-

back laws based on optic flow regions Qij induced by neighboring

agents j using the following two update rules.

Suppose agents i = 1, ...N update their speeds using

v̇i=HL
N
∑

j=1

∓α̇ij(1+cot
2 αij) cos γij − (Q̇ij+θ̇i) cotαij sin γij

(

1 + L2 cot2 αij

)β

(3)

and update their orientations using

θ̈i = −kθ̇i+

kHL

vi

N
∑

j=1

∓α̇ij(1+cot
2 αij) sin γij +

(

Q̇ij+θ̇i

)

cotαij cos γij
(

1 + L2 cot2 αij

)β
,

(4)

where k > 0 denotes is a feedback gain, H is a positive constant,

γij ∈ [−π, π] is the observation angle of target j with respect to a

frame affixed to agent i as shown in Fig. 3, and the sign ∓ updates

as

∓ =

{

−, if |θi + γij | ∈ [0, π/2]
+, if |θi + γij | /∈ [0, π/2] .

Then, for this collection of agents, the speeds vi and headings θi
both converge asymptotically to common values if β < 1

2 . If β ≥ 1
2 ,

convergence depends on initial conditions of the agents.

Fig. 3: Geometric variables to calculate the optic flow signal between

agents i and j located at a relative distance rij are shown. These

agents are moving on a plane with velocities v[ ] at directions θ[ ]
and viewing each other at angles γ[ , ]. Angles are defined in [−π, π].

Note that the velocity of other agents and distance to other agents

are unknown to agent i, and the only known information to the agent

i is the optic flow field produced by relative motion between agents

and heading information.

Proof. Generally, the proof consists of (a) writing C-S dynamics in

speed/direction from, (b) re-writing optic flow in a new “sin-sin”

form, (c) writing the relative velocity in observation frame, (d) writing

relative velocity in terms of visual signals, (e) transforming from

body frame into inertial frame, (f) obtaining desired values for speed

and orientation update rules, and (g) designing controllers using the

desired values.

a) C-S model in speed/direction form: Updating the agent’s

velocity vector vi by its derivative v̇i may also be written as updating

the agent’s speed vi and travel direction θi via their time derivatives

v̇i and θ̇i. If we write the velocity of agent i as vi = vixêx + viy êy,

and its derivative, obtained from C-S model, as v̇i = v̇ixêx + v̇iy êy,

then the time derivatives of the speed and orientation of agent i can

be calculated by

v̇i =
vixv̇

i
x + viy v̇

i
y

vi
(5)

and

θ̇i =
1

1 + tan2(θi)

vixv̇
i
y − viy v̇

i
x

v2x
. (6)

In other words, if each agent i updates its speed and orientations

using Eqns. (5) and (6), then by the primary C-S theorem in

Thm. III.1, convergence is also guaranteed. We denote the desired

value of speed change v̇ by v̇∗ and the desired value of heading

change θ̇ by θ̇∗.

b) Multi-agent optic flow in sin-sin form: For the agents i and

j from a group of N agents let vi and vj be their velocity vectors,

respectively. The optic flow Q̇ij for agent i due to relative motion

between agents i and j is given by [34]

Q̇ij = −θ̇i +
1

rij

[

vi sin(γij)− vj sin(γji)
]

. (7)

c) Relative velocity in observation frame: Denote as γij the

viewing angle of agent i as seen by j, and γji to be the viewing

angle) of j as seen by j WRT to i as shown in Fig. 3. Let G-frame

G = {êt, ên} be defined by two orthogonal unit vectors, êt a unit

vector along the γ direction (aligned with the target), and ên, which

is perpendicular to γ direction. The relative velocity between agents

i and j can be written as

vj − vi =
(

vj cos γji − vi cos γij
)

êt +
(

vj sin γji − vi sin γij
)

ên.
(8)

d) Rewrite velocity in visual signals: We proceed component

wise through this expression. The component acting along the normal

vector ên in Eqn. (8) can be rewritten using the optic flow equation

Eqn. (7) as

vj sin γji − vi sin γij = −rij

(

Q̇ij + θ̇i

)

(9)

The component of velocity in the target direction êt may be

rewritten as a function of the expansion of the angle αij . From Fig. 2,

rij = L cot(αij). (10)

Let ṙij be the time derivative of the distance between agents i and

j. Then the velocity component along êt in Eqn. (8) may be written

as

vj cos(γji)− vi cos(γij) =

{

ṙij , if |θi + γij | ∈ [0, π/2]
−ṙij , if |θi + γij | /∈ [0, π/2].

From Eqn. (10) we have ṙij = −[1 + cot
2 αij ]Lα̇ij . So, the

component of the relative velocity along êt can be written as

vj cos(γji)− vi cos(γij) = (11)







−
(

1 + cot
2 αij

)

Lα̇ij if |θi + γij | ∈ [0, π/2]
(

1 + cot
2 αij

)

Lα̇ij if |θi + γij | /∈ [0, π/2].

Using Eqns. (9) and (11), we can rewrite the relative velocity between

agents i and j in Eqn. (8) as

vj − vi = ∓
(

1 + cot
2 αij

)

Lα̇ij êt − rij

(

Q̇ij + θ̇i)
)

ên. (12)
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e) Transform into inertial frame: Let êx and êy be the unit

vectors of the inertial x − y frame. The transformation of vectors

between inertial frame vectors and γ-frame can be achieved using

[

êt
ên

]

=

[

cos(γij + θi) sin(γij + θi)
sin(γij + θi) − cos(γij + θi)

] [

êx
êy

]

. (13)

Defining φij = γij + θi for compact notation, the relative velocity

may be written in inertial coordinates using Eqns. (12) and (13) as

vj−vi =
(

∓(1 + cot
2 αij) cosφijLα̇ij − rij(Q̇ij + θ̇i) sinφij

)

êx+
(

∓(1 + cot
2 αij) sinφijLα̇ij + rij(Q̇ij + θ̇i) cosφij

)

êy.

(14)

Equation (14) can now be used to quantify the relative velocities

of the agents in inertial frame from optic flow Q̇ij and angular

expansion rate α̇ij .

f) Idealized speed/orientation update rules: The desired value

to update the velocity of agent i is given by C-S model as

v̇
∗

i =
H(vj − vi)

(1 + r2ij)
β

,

which using Eqn. (10) can be written as

v̇
∗

i =
H(vj − vi)

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β
. (15)

v̇
∗

i can be written in inertial frame components as

v̇
∗

i = v̇i∗x êx + v̇i∗y êy. (16)

From Eqns. (14), (15), and (16), the components are drawn as

v̇i∗x =

H
∓(1 + cot

2 αij) cos(φij)Lα̇ij − rij(Q̇ij + θ̇i) sin(φij)

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β

(17)

and

v̇i∗y =

H
∓(1 + cot

2 αij) sin(φij)Lα̇ij + rij(Q̇ij + θ̇i) cos(φij)

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β
.

(18)

One can now use these two components together with Eqns. (5)

and (6) to find the desired time derivatives of the agent i’s speed

and orientation as

v̇∗i =
vixv̇

i∗
x + viy v̇

i∗
y

vi
(19)

and

θ̇∗i =
1

1 + tan2(θi)

vixv̇
i
y − viy v̇

i
x

v2x
. (20)

By substitution of vix = vi cos(θi), v
i
y = vi sin(θi), and v̇i∗x , v̇i∗y

from Eqn. (17) and (18) in Eqns. (19) and (20), we obtain the desired

values for time derivatives of speed and orientation of agent i as

v̇∗i =H cos θi

(

∓(1+cot2 αij)Lα̇ cosφij − L cotαij(Q̇ij+θ̇i) sinφij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij )β

)

+H sin θi

(

∓(1+cot2 αij)Lα̇ sinφij + L cotαij(Q̇ij+θ̇i) cosφij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β

)

(21)

θ̇∗i =
−H sin θi

vi

(

∓(1+cot
2 αij)Lα̇ cosφij−L cotαij(Q̇ij+θ̇i) sinφij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β

)

+
H cos θi

vi

(

∓(1+cot2 αij)Lα̇ sinφij + L cotαij(Q̇ij+θ̇i) cosφij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β

)

.

(22)

When agent i responds to a collection of N agents (agent i updates

its speed and orientation using sum of the values obtained from

Eqns. (21) and (22) for j = 1, .., N ), then the speed and orientation

update laws become

v̇∗i =H cos θi

N
∑

j=1

∓(1+cot2 αij)Lα̇ cosφij − L cotαij(Q̇ij+θ̇i) sinφij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β

+H sin θi

N
∑

j=1

∓(1+cot
2 αij)Lα̇ sinφij + L cotαij(Q̇ij+θ̇i) cos φij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β

(23)

and

θ̇∗i =

−H sin θi

vi

N
∑

j=1

∓(1+cot2 αij)Lα̇ cosφij − L cotαij(Q̇ij+θ̇i) sinφij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β

+
H cos θi

vi

N
∑

j=1

∓(1+cot2 αij)Lα̇ sinφij + L cotαij(Q̇ij+θ̇i) cos φij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij )β
.

(24)

These equations can be simplified as

v̇∗i =HL

N
∑

j=1

∓α̇ij(1+cot
2 αij) cos γij − (Q̇ij+θ̇i) cotαij sin γij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β

(25)

θ̇∗i =
HL

vi

N
∑

j=1

∓α̇ij(1+cot
2 αij) sin γij + (Q̇ij+θ̇i) cotαij cos γij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β
.

(26)

g) Final update rules for speed and orientation: Now we can

use the desired value of v̇∗i as in Eqn. (25) for speed control of agent

i in the form of v̇i = v̇∗i or

v̇i=HL
N
∑

j=1

∓α̇ij(1+cot
2 αij) cos γij − (Q̇ij+θ̇i) cotαij sin γij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β

In order to regulate θ̇i to its desired value θ̇∗i given by Eqn. (26), we

design a θ̈i controller to be uω = −k(θ̇i − θ̇∗i ) or

θ̈i=−kθ̇i

+
kHL

vi

N
∑

j=1

∓α̇ij(1+cot
2 αij) sin γij+(Q̇ij+θ̇i) cotαij cos γij

(1 + L2 cot2 αij)β
,

where k > 0 denotes the feedback gain.

B. Agent size (L)

The appearance of half-size L in the feedback raises a discussion

of agent size. In particular, does convergence require agents to know

L?

Agents do not need to know the length L. The convergence proof

holds when Le is replaced by any real positive constant Le > 0, as

proven in the following corollary to Thm. III.2.
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Corollary III.2.1. In the case that L is an unknown constant, replace

it with an arbitrary real positive number Le > 0. Then Thm. III.2

holds.

Proof. The C-S dynamics in Eq. (2) can be written in the form of

v̇i =

N
∑

j=1

Hσ−2β(vj − vi)
[

1 + σ−2βr2ij

]β
, (27)

We can multiply the numerator in Eq. (27) by a positive number

L/Le without affecting the convergence of the C-S dynamics. Given

that convergence holds for any σ > 0, then we can also choose σ

such that σ−2β =
L2
e

L2
. Then Eq. (27) becomes

v̇i =

N
∑

j=1

Le
L H(vj − vi)
[

1 +
L2
e

L2
r2ij

]β
, (28)

Choosing Eq. (28) to be the desired value of the velocity derivative

in Eq. (15) as

v̇
∗

i =
N
∑

j=1

Le
L H(vj − vi)
[

1 +
L2
e

L2
r2ij

]β
,

and following the same procedure, we reach

v̇i=HLe

N
∑

j=1

∓α̇ij(1+cot
2 αij) cos γij −

(

Q̇ij+θ̇i

)

cotαij sin γij
(

1 + L2
e cot

2 αij

)β

(29)

and

θ̈i = −kθ̇i+

kHLe

vi

N
∑

j=1

∓α̇ij(1+cot
2 αij) sin γij +

(

Q̇ij+θ̇i

)

cotαij cos γij
(

1 + L2
e cot

2 αij

)β
.

(30)

Thus, the size knowledge question does not impose a reasonable

challenge to convergence under YFM feedback.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Simulations were conducted in MATLAB implementing Eqns.

(1), (5)-(7), and incorporating noisy measurements and perception

limits, and γij computed by γij = arctan
yj−yi
xj−xi

− θi. Additive

measurement noise was included on Q̇ and α as

Q̇n = Q̇+ σqrandn

αn = α+ σarandn,

where σq and σa denote the standard deviation of noise on α and σq ,

respectively, and randn denotes a zero mean unit intensity normal

distribution. Simulations used Euler integration and a time step of

0.01 seconds, and began from the initial positions chosen randomly

as shown in Fig. 7 (circles). Simulations involving noise incorporate a

minimum visibility limit
¯
α, which assumes the sensing and feedback

path cannot resolve agents smaller than this angular size. Except

where specified otherwise, simulations used the parameters in Table I.

For simulations exhibiting decaying oscillation, an equivalent natural

frequency and damping ratio was computed from an agent time

history by applying the logarithmic decrement method to successive

peaks [35].

TABLE I: Simulation parameters: constants β,H , feedback gain k,

agent size L, and
¯
α visibility limit.

Feedback Simulation

β H k L (m)
¯
α (rad)

0.4 1 20 1 0.005

A. Visually-guided YFM and idealized C-S comparison

In this simulation, β = 0.4 is chosen and five agents with different

initial speeds and orientations are used. Figure 4a and 4b show

that both speeds and orientations converge to a common value. The

visually-driven convergence is slower than observed in the perfect

information Cucker-Smale case, and also includes oscillations not

seen in the C-S case. Although the convergence to flocking definition

is provided, the wider convergence envelope and oscillation structure

gives rise to a more chaotic looking trajectory structure.

0 4 8 12
Time (s)

0

2

4

6

8

(a) Agent speed convergence

0 4 8 12
Time (s)

-20

0

20

40

(b) Agent orientation convergence.

Fig. 4: YFM agent’s velocities (speed and orientation), showing

convergence under low gain (k = 0.2) and comparison to idealized

Cucker-Smale flocking.

B. Parameter sensitivity

Parameter sensitivity was assessed in simulation for H,k, and L, as

seen in Fig. 5. The number of oscillations increases with increasing

H (Fig. 5a) and with decreasing k (Fig. 5b). Functionally, the H
parameter appears in both velocity and orientation update equations,

while the orientation gain k enters only in the orientation update

equation. As predicted by Section III-B, Fig. 5c shows that L has no

effect on convergence rate or behavior.

C. Linearity assessment

Although the simulations show decaying oscillations for low values

of gain k or H , one must not assume such behavior can be described

by a linear system solution having a sinusoid of constant frequency

bounded by a decaying exponential envelope. In particular, Fig. 6

shows that the oscillations of a single agent have a period growing

with increasing time (e.g., the natural frequency decreases), and the

equivalent damping ratio also decreases with increasing time.

D. Effects of measurement noise

Trajectory plots, as seen in Fig. 7, illustrate that the asymptote

may be affected by the inclusion of measurement noise. Additional

simulations incorporating noise, as illustrated in Fig. 8, illustrate

that the system behavior does show degradation in performance

with increasing noise level. Convergence, as measured by monotonic

convergence to an asymptote, is more sensitive to noise on α̇ than

on Q̇.
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(c) Varying L (meters).

Fig. 5: A single agent in the swarm is illustrated during parame-

ter variation, showing that k and H variation affects convergence

rate, oscillation period, and converged asymptote, while results are

unchanged under L variation. (During parameter variation, the re-

maining two parameters were set to 1.)

V. DISCUSSION

a) Measurement noise: Theorem III.2 describes convergence

in the idealized sensor (noise-free) case. Realistic implementations

involve noise, which has been previously shown to be capable of both

supporting and discouraging C-S flocking [36]. We can derive at least

one criteria for noise-induced flocking if following assumptions are

true:

A1 Agent i ignores visual signals in the regions γ ∈ (−Γ,+Γ)
and γ ∈ (π−Γ, π+Γ) as seen in Fig. 9, (e.g., the field of

view of the agents are limited such that there are blind spot

located directly in front of and behind the agents [21]),

and

A2 There is an upper bound ρ for the size of the group, in other

words t ≥ 0, ∀i, j = 1, ..., N : rij ≤ ρ. Such a restriction

may have an origin in sensing limitations.

Under these assumptions, a bound for the noise on the optic flow

signal may be found.

Proposition V.1. Suppose the C-S dynamics in a discretized form of

Eqn. (2) are convergent for bounded velocity noise

vj,n = vj + n, s.t. |n| < n̄,

α is measured with no noise, and that optic flow measurements

contain additive noise qij as

Q̇ij,n = Q̇ij + qij ,

and sensory assumptions A1 and A2 apply. Then, the YFM dynamics

in Eqns. (3)-(4) are convergent under bounded optic flow noise

|qij | < q̄, where

q̄ =
n̄ sinΓ

ρ
. (31)
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k=3
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1 2 3 4 5
1
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(a) Coupling constant H
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2

2.5

3

k=1
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k=3
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(b) Gain k

Fig. 6: The equivalent damping ratios and natural frequencies, as

quantified by successive peaks in the first agent’s heading angle

history, show time varying frequencies and damping and suggest the

behavior is inherently nonlinear.
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Fig. 7: Agent position trajectories, showing performance with

and without additive measurement noise. Circles/stars indicate ini-

tial/terminal agent positions. (L=.08m, Tmax=2sec).
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Fig. 8: YFM convergence under varying levels of measurement noise

on Q̇ and α.
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Fig. 9: The occlusal angle Γ used in assumption A1 specifies

the region (gray) where agent i ignores optic flow signals from

neighboring agents (j)

Proof. Let n be a random variable added to measurements of agent

j’s speed, such that optic flow is now

Q̇ij(vj + nij) = −θ̇i +
1

rij
(vi sin γij − (vj + nij) sin γji). (32)

Denote q as the resulting change in optic flow from the noise-

free case. Defining a nearness function µij = 1/rij and applying

Eqn. (7),

qij = Q̇(vj + n)− Q̇(vj) = −µijnij sin γij . (33)

When a convergence guarantee for additive velocity noise with

magnitude bounded by n̄ is available, then YFM is convergent for a

noise of qij ≤ | − µij n̄ sin γij | on optic flow, which may be stated

as the condition

|qij | ≤ min{| − µijnij sin γij |}. (34)

Assumption A1 provides min |γij | ≥ Γ, and A2 provides

min |µij | ≥ 1/ρ, thus under A1 and A2, Eqn. (34) is bounded.

Choose nij = n̄, where n̄ is the maximum noise magnitude on the

speed measurement for which a CS dynamics convergence guarantee

is available, then we can obtain q̄, an upper bound of noise on the

optic flow signal for which the YFM is convergent as q̄ = n̄ sinΓ
ρ .

b) Dimensionality: The C-S model was originally developed

describing 3-dimensional Euclidean space [12]. This work applies

the model to planar rigid body motion also having 3 configuration

variables, and the no sideslip condition results in θ being fully

specified by the velocity.

c) Required measurements: The primary sensory inputs in this

method are optic flow Q̇ and rotation rate θ̇. Both insects and robotic

implementations have relatively mature pathways to recover these

signals (compound eyes/cameras and gyros/halteres). While compass

heading is used, it is applied in a quadrant level filter, and thus a

relatively imprecise compass heading is sufficient, which is easily

recoverable from even a rudimentary solar compass. When more

precise measurements of θi are available, an orientation stiffness may

be integrated into Eqn. (4), suggesting one reason insects in outdoor

conditions may outperform swarm attempts in indoor conditions.

This modest sensor requirement is a significant advance from

historic frameworks like C-S requiring the relative position and

velocity of all other agents, which would require either an explicit

communication network with sufficient bandwidth for the number

of agents (a poorly scaled problem) or onboard sensing of those

quantities, which is both prohibitive for small unmanned aerial

systems and has no clear sensory path in insect biology.

d) Use of cotangent: cotα is poorly behaved at zero and π.

α = 0 does not occur in this problem by construction. Its presence

in the denominator of inputs uvi and uωi has the attractive feature

that small values of α result in a vanishing contribution to the

control, enforcing in a decaying response with distance. Along with

the minimum resolvable angle
¯
α and occlusal limit Γ, the cot

2 α

scaling serves to mitigate the field of view, occlusion, and distance

challenges of visual sensing described in previous work [20, 21].

e) α and noise: In a biological example, α may be identified

from Q̇, e.g., it is sufficient for an agent to count the number of

elementary motion detectors outputting a neighbor-induced optic flow

[37]. The simulations directly applying noise on α do demonstrate

sensitivity. However, noise on the primary measurement Q̇ does not

immediately imply noise on α as regions of large and small signal

remain uniquely defined for nq/Q̇ noise-to-signal ratios below 1.

f) Applicability: The applicability to (v, r) flocking structures in

previous literature provides a broad applicability to numerous models.

For example, the use of YFM on the C-S dynamics can be seen as

a systematic mapping updating both speed and heading. When the

framework is applied to more restricted examples like Vicsek models

incorporating heading only changes, it is comparable to feedback

laws providing visually guided headings updates like Moshtagh and

Jadbabaie [18], whose constant (unit) speed and evolvable heading

construction could be thought of as a visually-guided analog to

a Vicsek model [11]. The framework in this paper shows that if

an idealized swarming (perfect information) feedback rule may be

written in (v, r) form, a visual navigation adaptation of those models

exists, creating a foundation to systematically compare existing and

future (v, r) models [10, 11, 12].

VI. CONCLUSION

This study developed a framework for mapping distributed feed-

back flocking update rules into visually guided swarming law that do

not require a position reference or explicit communication network,

and is suitable for distributed feedback on aerial systems. The

approach relies on optic flow to ensure smooth flocking. The primary

proof relies on creating a correspondence of visual navigation to

the accepted Cucker-Smale proof, in which instead of velocities and

position vectors, we have used optic flow fields. The results are then

further generalized to show that agent size need not be known, the

algorithm provides some robustness to measurement noise, and has

some differences in behavior to traditional Cucker-Smale. The impact

of this framework is to provide concise, visually-guided analogues

to a class of models able to be expressed in velocity and radius

form, such as the well-known Vicsek et al. [11] and Reynolds [10],

improving the relevance of these models to robotic systems and to

understanding the behavior of insect paths.
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